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Jen Beagin’s funny, moving, fearless debut novel introduces an unforgettable character,
Mona—almost 24, cleaning houses to get by, emotionally adrift. Handing out clean
needles to drug addicts, she falls for a recipient who proceeds to break her heart in
unimaginable ways. She decamps to Taos, New Mexico, for a fresh start, where she finds
a community of seekers and cast-offs. But they all have one or two things to teach
her—the pajama-wearing, blissed-out New Agers, the slightly creepy client with peculiar
tastes in controlled substances, the psychic who might really be psychic. Always just
under the surface are her memories of growing up in a chaotic, destructive family from
which she’s trying to disentangle herself. The story of her journey toward a comfortable
place in the world and a measure of self-acceptance is psychologically acute, often
surprising, and entirely human.
Cat and Fish, the most unlikely of friends, introduce each other to their very different
worlds, which leads to trouble and forces them to find a way to celebrate their differences
and remain friends.
THE PLAN For Shawn Fletcher, it was to meet and marry the man of her dreams, have
the perfect kid and live happily ever after. THE REALITY Getting dumped by said man of
her dreams, as she approached her fortieth birthday and being blamed by said perfect kid
for it to boot! THE NEW PLAN? To throw away the plan and grab opportunity wherever it
presented itself, starting with her daughter's irresistible teacher, Matt McFarland . Getting
involved with Matt might not be the most sensible thing to do, but then again, where had
sensible gotten Shawn so far? It was time to let her other senses take the lead .
A survey of the entire field of America folklore-folkways jests, boasts, tall tales, ballads,
and legendary heroes-from the era of colonization to the present age of mass culture.
Riding the Bullet
(Books about Princess Dancing, Unicorn Books for Girls and Kids)
The Secret History of Tom Trueheart
Cat and Fish
Il mistero dei gattini scomparsi. S.O.S. cuccioli
-Aaron Starmer skillfully welds sharp humor, deep loss, and roaring escapades. Truly the smartest and
funniest book about spontaneous combustion you will ever read.---John Green, #1 bestselling author of
The Fault In Our Stars With all the perfectly lovely young adult novels out there, you decided to check
this one out? It's got spontaneously combusting teenagers in it, dude. Not the slow burning type either.
We're talking the randomly exploding variety. Seniors in high school just walking along, heading to
class, whistling Beyonce, when--WA-BAM -- they're suddenly dripping off the lockers. Is that really
something you're into? Confession: I'm actually kinda into that too. So, now that we've established we're
both thoroughly weird and, I assume, thoroughly open-minded, we can give it shot, right? Let's at least
read the opening chapters of this bad-boy and see if it features some of the more intriguing elements
such as . . . - Exploding teenagers (obviously). - Hallucinogenic mushrooms. - Pyromaniacal boyfriends.
- Triplet toddlers in powder blue suits. - Amur leopards and doomsday preppers. - A foul-mouthed
female POTUS. - Ashtanga yoga. - -Youtube sensations. - Self-driving Priuses. - Rogue FBI agents. Mad scientists. - Homecoming. - Spring break. - Prom. - And . . . Jennifer Lawrence. Notice how I put
Jennifer Lawrence last. She's in the book, so it's not cheating. And hey, if it takes America's most
beloved movie star to sell this thing, then that's what it takes. So, in closing: Jennifer Lawrence. -Wildly
inventive.---Entertainment Weekly -Must List- -A comically surreal novel that will blow your
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mind.---People Magazine
The last decade has seen an incredible growth in the production and distribution of images and other
cultural artefacts. The internet is the place where all these cultural products are stored, classified, voted,
collected and trashed. What is the impact of this process on art making and on the artist? Which kind of
dialogue is going on between amateur practices and codified languages? How does art respond to the
society of information? This is a book about endless archives, image collections, bees plundering from
flower to flower and hunters crawling through the online wilderness. Alterazioni Video, Kari Altmann,
Cory Arcangel, Gazira Babeli, Kevin Bewersdorf, Luca Bolognesi, Natalie Bookchin, Petra Cortright,
Aleksandra Domanovic, Harm van den Dorpel, Constant Dullaart, Hans-Peter Feldmann, Elisa Giardina
Papa, Travis Hallenbeck, Jodi, Oliver Laric, Olia Lialina & Dragan Espenshied, Guthrie Lonergan, Eva
and Franco Mattes, Seth Price, Jon Rafman, Claudia Rossini, Evan Roth, Travess Smalley, Ryan
Trecartin.
In a parallel-world 21st-century San Francisco where the Kaiser's Germany won World War One and
went on to dominate the world, Paul Gomes and his father Lawrence are secret agents for our timeline,
posing as traders from a foreign land. They run a storefront shop called Curious Notions, selling what is
in our world routine consumer technology-record players, radios, cassette decks--all of which is better
than anything in this world, but only by a bit. Their real job is to obtain raw materials for our timeline.
Just as importantly, they must guard the secret of Crosstime Traffic--for of the millions of parallel
timelines, this is one of the few advanced enough to use that secret against us. Now, however, the
German occupation police are harrassing them. They want to know where they're getting their
mysterious goods. Under pressure, Paul and Lawrence hint that their supplies comes from San
Francisco's Chinese...setting in motion a chain of intrigues that will put the entire enterprise of
Crosstime Traffic at deadly risk. Curious Notions is the second book in Harry Turtledove's Crosstime
Traffic series At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Little Pezzettino's worry that he may be only a small piece of somebody else precipitates a journey of
discovery.
The Book of Disquiet
Stranded with a Billionaire
Collect the Wwworld. the Artist As Archivist in the Internet Age
The Selfish Giant
Heaven
A prize-winning international classic, first published in English in 1993, now with a new
foreword by William Boyd.
Day meets Night and Night meets Day in this delightful picture book based on the Pixar
short, Day & Night, which premiered with Toy Story 3 in 2010. Kids will delight in the
way these two characters explore their differences and eventually realize how much
they like and enjoy each other. A wonderful way to experience the magic of this Pixar
short again and again andrejoice in the attraction of opposites! Plus, this is the fixed
format version, which will look almost identical to the print version. Additionally for
devices that support audio, this ebook includes a read-along setting.
It’s the wildest bar in Chinatown, run by a proprietor named Wing who will steal your
bar change every chance he gets. On payday the groupies mingle there with off-duty
LAPD cops, including homicide detectives Martin Welborn and Al Mackey, who get
assigned the case of a murdered Hollywood studio boss who may have been involved
in some very strange and dangerous filmmaking. Hilarious at times, heartbreaking at
others, this book was likened by theNew York Daily News to a “one-two combination
that leaves the reader reeling.”
Scooby-Doo and the Mystery, Inc. gang investigate when a boogeyman haunts a
bowling alley.
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Unauthorized
American Folklore
Spontaneous
Pezzettino
The dawn of the living dead

X-Men meets Marissa Meyer’s Renegades when New York Times bestselling author of
the Uglies series Scott Westerfeld teams up with award-winning authors Margo
Lanagan and Deborah Biancotti for this explosive trilogy filled with “cinematic
nonstop action,” (Booklist) about six teens with unique abilities. Don’t call them
heroes. But these six California teens have powers that set them apart. Take Ethan,
a.k.a. Scam. He’s got a voice inside him that’ll say whatever you want to hear,
whether it’s true or not. Which is handy, except when it isn’t—like when the voice
starts gabbing in the middle of a bank robbery. The only people who can help are the
other Zeroes, who aren’t exactly best friends these days. Enter Nate, a.k.a.
Bellwether, the group’s “glorious leader.” After Scam’s SOS, he pulls the scattered
Zeroes back together. But when the rescue blows up in their faces, the Zeroes find
themselves propelled into whirlwind encounters with ever more dangerous criminals.
At the heart of the chaos they find Kelsie, who can take a crowd in the palm of her
hand and tame it or let it loose as she pleases. Filled with high-stakes action and
drama, Zeroes unites three powerhouse authors for the opening installment of a
thrilling new series.
An easy retelling of the tale of twelve princesses who dance secretly all night long
and how their secret is eventually discovered.
In Harry Turtledove's Gunpowder Empire, Jeremy Solter is a teenager growing up in
the late 21st century. During the school year, his family lives in Southern
California--but during the summer the whole family lives and works on the frontier of
the Roman Empire. Not the Roman Empire that fell centuries ago, but a Roman
Empire that never fell: a parallel timeline, one of an infinity of possible worlds. For in
our timeline, we now have the technology to move among these. Some are
uninhabitable; some are ghastly, such as the one where Germany won World War II.
But many are full of resources and raw materials that our world can use. So we send
traders and businesspeople--but to keep the secret of crosstime traffic to ourselves,
these traders are trained, in whole-family groups, to pass as natives. But when
Jeremy's mother gets sick--really sick, the kind you can't cure with antibiotics. Both
parents duck out through the gateway for a quick visit to the doctor. But while
they're gone, the gateways stop working. So do the communications links to their
home timeline. The kids are on their own, and things are looking bad. The Lietuvans
are invading. The city is besieged. The kids are doing their best to carry on business
and act like everything's normal, but there's only so much you can do when
cannonballs are crashing through your roof. And in the meantime, the city
government has gotten suspicious, and is demanding a *full* report on how their
family does business, where they get their superior merchandise, why they want all
that wheat ...exactly the questions they don't want to answer. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Inspired by the Robert De Niro film, this story spans three generations of a family of
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Jewish immigrants to the United States. A gang of friends discover - through trust,
hard work and brutality - the true meaning of the American Dream.
The Glitter Dome
The Dead
Justin Bieber Uncovered!
Gunpowder Empire
Scooby-Doo and the Bowling Boogeyman
The following is an extract from M. Dostoevsky and 's celebrated novel, The Brothers
Karamazof, the last publication from the pen of the great Russian novelist, who died a few
months ago, just as the concluding chapters appeared in print. Dostoevsky is beginning to
be recognized as one of the ablest and profoundest among Russian writers. His characters
are invariably typical portraits drawn from various classes of Russian society, strikingly lifelike and realistic to the highest degree. The following extract is a cutting satire on modern
theology generally and the Roman Catholic religion in particular. The idea is that Christ
revisits earth, coming to Spain at the period of the Inquisition, and is at once arrested as a
heretic by the Grand Inquisitor. One of the three brothers of the story, Ivan, a rank
materialist and an atheist of the new school, is supposed to throw this conception into the
form of a poem, which he describes to Alyosha—the youngest of the brothers, a young
Christian mystic brought up by a and quot;saint and quot; in a monastery—as follows: and
(—Ed. Theosophist, Nov., 1881 and )
In Entangled Empathy, scholar and activist Lori Gruen argues that rather than focusing on
animal “rights,” we ought to work to make our relationships with animals right by
empathetically responding to their needs, interests, desires, vulnerabilities, hopes, and
unique perspectives. Pointing out that we are already entangled in complex and lifealtering relationships with other animals, Gruen guides readers through a new way of
thinking about—and practicing—animal ethics. Gruen describes entangled empathy as a
type of caring perception focused on attending to another’s experience of well-being. It is
an experiential process involving a blend of emotion and cognition in which we recognize
we are in relationships with others and are called upon to be responsive and responsible in
these relationships by attending to another. When we engage in entangled empathy we are
transformed and in that transformation we can imagine less violent, more meaningful ways
of being together.
A once selfish giant welcomes the children to his previously forbidden garden and is
eventually rewarded by an unusual little child.
In a crowded Tokyo suburb, four teenage girls indifferently wade their way through a hot,
smoggy summer. When one of them, Toshi, discovers that her nextdoor neighbor has been
brutally murdered, the girls suspect the killer is the neighbor's son. But when he flees,
taking Toshi's bike and cell phone with him, the four girls get caught up in a tempest of
dangers that rise from within them as well as from the world around them. Psychologically
intricate and astute, Real World is a searing, eye-opening portrait of teenage life in Japan
unlike any we have seen before.
Pretend I'm Dead
Illuminatus!
The Twelve Dancing Princesses
The Star of Generosity
Zeroes

Sicily as Metaphor, an intellectual autobiography and companion piece to
Sciascia's imaginative writings, resulted from the conversations he had
toward the end of the 1970s with the French journalist Marcelle Padovani,
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correspondent for Le Nouvel Observateur in Italy and author of a history of
the Italian Communist Party.
È appena fi nita la scuola e Rebecca è felice! Associa le vacanze al sapore
delle ciliegie, alle giornate da passare in compagnia dei suoi amici, di
Stracciatella, il suo simpatico cagnolino bianco e nero, degli animali della
clinica veterinaria del papà e dei suoi tre splendidi bambi. Vacanze signifi ca
fare lunghe passeggiate in groppa al signor Aristide, il pony della sua amica
Anna, e nuotare nel lago... Insomma, sarebbe tutto perfetto se... se da due
giorni non avessero misteriosamente cominciato a sparire alcuni dei più bei
gattini del vicinato. Insieme ad Anna e Marco, Becky è decisa a capire
perché!
Mary Borden worked for four years in an evacuation hospital unit following
the front lines up and down the European theater of the First World War.
This beautifully written book, to be read alongside the likes of Sassoon,
Graves, and Remarque, is a collection of her memories and impressions of
that experience. Describing the men as they march into battle, engaging
imaginatively with the stories of individual soldiers, and recounting
procedures at the field hospital, the author offers a perspective on the war
that is both powerful and intimate.
As a consequence of recent increased awareness of the social andpolitical
dimensions of climate, many non-specialists discover aneed for information
about the variety of available climate models.A Climate Modelling Primer,
Fourth Edition is designed toexplain the basis and mechanisms of all types of
currentphysically-based climate models. A thoroughly revised and updated
edition, this book will assistthe reader in understanding the complexities and
applicabilities oftoday’s wide range of climate models. Topics covered
includethe latest techniques for modelling the coupledbiosphere-oceanatmosphere system, information on current practicalaspects of climate
modelling and ways to evaluate and exploit theresults, discussion of Earth
System Models of IntermediateComplexity (EMICs), and interactive exercises
based on EnergyBalance Model (EBM) and the Daisyworld model. Source
codes andresults from a range of model types allows readers to make
theirown climate simulations and to view the results of the latest
highresolution models. Now in full colour throughout and with theaddition of
cartoons to enhance student understanding the newedition of this successful
textbook enables the student to tacklethe difficult subject of climate
modeling.
Entangled Empathy
Curious Notions
The Grand Inquisitor
Real World
Le catacombe del mistero
Prefazione di Gabriele La Porta Traduzioni di Daniela Palladini e Isabella Donfrancesco
Edizioni integrali «Non c’è racconto degno di questo nome se dalla prima parola non
suscita l’interesse del lettore che deve giungere all’ultima riga per comprendere la
soluzione finale», scriveva Baudelaire. Tutte le opere di Poe presenti in questa raccolta
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possiedono una simile caratteristica. Sono un labirinto, una pianta carnivora che non
lascia più la preda; il lettore che, anche solo per caso, si lasci attirare dalla prima
parola, non può più tirarsi indietro ed è costretto a proseguire. In questo volume è
raccolta la migliore produzione di Poe, da Ligeia a La mascherata della Morte Rossa,
da I delitti della via Morgue a Lo scarabeo d’oro. Nei suoi racconti l’analisi e il
ragionamento si fondono con l’immaginazione visionaria, creando capolavori
indimenticabili nei quali il macabro s’allea col delitto, l’incubo con la follia, l’amore con
la morte. «Una notte, mentre giacevo in una taverna più che malfamata, mezzo
intontito, la mia attenzione fu attratta all’improvviso da qualcosa di nero che riposava
sulla sommità di una delle enormi botti di gin e di rum, che costituivano l’arredamento
principale del locale.» Edgar Allan Poe considerato il maggior rappresentante di un
nuovo genere letterario, quello cosiddetto “del terrore”, nacque a Boston, nel 1809.
Rimasto orfano a due anni fu allevato dalla famiglia Allan, di cui volle assumere il
cognome. Tra il 1815 e il 1820 soggiornò in Inghilterra, poi, di nuovo negli Stati Uniti, si
iscrisse all’Accademia militare di West Point, ma venne espulso per la sua condotta
dissoluta. Dopo un’esistenza difficile e sofferta, morì a Baltimora nel 1849. La Newton
Compton ha pubblicato Tutti i racconti, le poesie e “Gordon Pym” in un volume unico; Il
Corvo e tutte le poesie; Le avventure di Gordon Pym e Tutti i racconti del mistero,
dell'incubo e del terrore.
The enchanting adventure of three intrepid children on a one-of-a-kind journey, in a
world full of wonder and Christmas magic. For many centuries, a magical book
protected the Stars of Christmas. It made sure that Christmas was the greatest festival
in the world—the festival of generosity, harmony, hope, and joy. But, when Juliette,
Klelia, and Theo destroy the book, Christmas loses its magic and the world is suddenly
disenchanted. To turn it back into a wonderful festival again, Ginnie, the Christmas
Fairy, decides to send the children to the North in search of the Star of Generosity. Will
they manage to discover it before midnight and restore the enchantment of Christmas?
christmas, fairy tale, witch, snowman, adventure, snow, stars, generosity, hope,
harmony, kindness, father christmas, friendship, family, christmas eve, toys, cakes,
peace, igloo, magic, sleigh, sled, elves, bells, gifts, ghost, christmas songs, christmas
tree, book of the time, clock
From international bestseller Stephen King the first ebook ever published—a novella
about a young man who hitches a ride with a driver from the other side. Riding the
Bullet is “a ghost story in the grand manner” from the bestselling author of Bag of
Bones, The Girl Who Loved Tom Gordon, and The Green Mile—a short story about a
young man who hitches a ride with a driver from the other side.
Title abandoned, no copy.
Il mistero dei gattini scomparsi. SoS Cuccioli
Sicily as Metaphor
A Novel
Il mistero dei topolini scomparsi. Sherlock
Poems of Fernando Pessoa
Staking out new territory in the history of art, this book presents a compelling argument for a lost
link between the panel-painting tradition of Greek antiquity and Christian paintings of Byzantium
and the Renaissance. While art historians place the origin of icons in the seventh century,
Thomas F. Mathews finds strong evidence as early as the second century in the texts of
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Irenaeus and the Acts of John that describe private Christian worship. In closely studying an
obscure set of sixty neglected panel paintings from Egypt in Roman times, the author explains
how these paintings of the Egyptian gods offer the missing link in the long history of religious
painting. Christian panel paintings and icons are for the first time placed in a continuum with the
pagan paintings that preceded them, sharing elements of iconography, technology, and
religious usages as votive offerings. Exciting discoveries punctuate the narrative: the technology
of the triptych, enormously popular in Europe, traced by the authors to the construction of
Egyptian portable shrines, such as the Isis and Serapis of the J. Paul Getty Museum; the
discovery that the egg tempera painting medium, usually credited to Renaissance artist
Cimabue, has been identified in Egyptian panels a millennium earlier; and the reconstruction of
a ring of icons on the chancel of Saint Sophia in Istanbul. This book will be a vital addition to the
fields of Egyptian, Graeco-Roman, and late-antique art history and, more generally, to the
history of painting.
Furgul is a puppy born in a slave camp for racing greyhounds, and he has a terrible secret--he
is himself only part greyhound. When the cruel owner of the camp recognizes Furgul's impure
origins he takes Furgul to be killed, but Furgal manages a spectacular escape. Now Furgul
must confront the indifference, complexity, warmth, and ferocity of the greater world, a world in
which there seem to be two choices: live the comfortable life of a pet and sacrifice freedom or
live the life of a free dog, glorious but also dangerous, in which every man will turn his hand
against you. In the best tradition of The Call of the Wild and Watership Down, novelist Tim
Willocks offers his first tale for young adults, an allegorical examination of human life through a
dog's eyes, infused with heart, heroism, and the mysteries of the spirit.
Will Tom ever have a story of his own? Tom Trueheart's six older brothers are famous. They go
on exciting quests in the Land of Stories to complete tales the Story Bureau assigns them. Tom
stays at home with his mother. But when his brothers fail to return from their latest adventures in
time for Tom's twelfth birthday, a letter from the Story Bureau arrives . . . addressed to Tom.
Only he can venture into the Land of Stories to find out why his brothers haven't completed their
missions. Tom packs his bags and kisses his mother good-bye. He's about to discover a tale of
his own. . . . How will it end?
Fernando Pessoa is Portugal's most important contemporary poet. He wrote under several
identities, which he called heteronyms: Albet Caeiro, Alvaro de Campos, Ricardo Reis, and
Bernardo Soares. He wrote fine poetry under his own name as well, and each of his "voices" is
completely different in subject, temperament, and style. This volume brings back into print the
comprehensive collection of his work published by Ecco Press in 1986.
An Alternative Ethic for Our Relationships with Animals
A Perfect Life
The Forbidden Zone
Tutti i racconti del mistero, dell'incubo e del terrore

The Billionaire Boys Club is a secret society of six men who have vowed success ‒ at
any cost. Not all of them are old money, but all of them are incredibly wealthy.
They re just not always as successful when it comes to love… Billionaire Logan
Hawkings needs a vacation. He s had a rough time after the death of his father and
the betrayal of his fiancée. But with a visit to a recent business acquisition̶a private
island resort in the Bahamas̶he has a chance to mend his broken heart. When a
hurricane blows in, a misplaced passport and a stalled elevator bring Logan together
with an unusual woman named Bronte. She s unlike anyone he s ever met̶down
to earth, incredibly sensual, and even quotes Plato. She also has no clue that he s
rich… Bronte Dawson, a waitress from the Midwest, is stranded with the hotel s
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domineering yet sexy manager Logan. What s the harm in a little fling when it s
just the two of them, alone in paradise? But after several steamy island nights in
Logan s arms, Bronte s ready to give her heart̶and her body̶to the man in
charge. But she soon discovers there s more to Logan than he s told her…a billion
times more. Now, Bronte s caught in a whirlwind affair with one of the world s
most powerful men. But can their love endure their differences or will it all just blow
over? Love. Sex. Money. Want more? Look out for the next steamy title in the
Billionaire Boys Club series from Jessica Clare, coming from InterMix.
The second heart-stopping, mind-blowing book in this killer series - the Enemy is back.
A terrible disease is striking everyone over the age of fourteen. Death walks the
streets. Nowhere is safe. Maxie, Blue and the rest of the Holloway crew aren't the only
kids trying to escape the ferocious adults who prey on them. Jack and Ed are best
friends, but their battle to stay alive tests their friendship to the limit as they go on the
run with a mismatched group of other kids - nerds, fighters, misfits. And one adult.
Greg, a butcher, who claims he's immune to the disease. They must work together if
they want to make it in this terrifying new world. But as a fresh disaster threatens to
overwhelm London, they realize they won't all survive
The Dawn of Christian Art in Panel Paintings and Icons
Day and Night
A Novel of Crosstime Traffic
Once Upon a Time in America
The Climate Modelling Primer
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